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Weights are off the charts. The current Allez Sprint
has 25% more weight than the previous model,
thanks to the newer tubing, more bling and a new
proprietary dropout design. I wasnt surprised when
my scale read 228.2g for the frame, but be careful;
chances are youll find a number thats 100g or more
heavier than that. One aesthetic difference between
the Allez Sprint and SL7 is the use of red on the
former. The rest of the frame is black and there are
slight differences in some of the graphics, such as
the ISM logos, but it doesnt take away from the
overall aesthetics. In the hand, the thinner tubing
and higher section of the headset creates a curious
sort of impression, but it doesnt feel cheap or cheap-
feeling. Overall, it feels nice, and Specialized has
long been known for their use of shapes and
graphics with a great attention to detail. One thing I
didnt like about the old Allez Sprint was the massive
interior fender. For the new model, its gone, and I
will say that I like it. My last bike had the fenders on
the front, and I did like that look. However, when it
came time to clean my bike, the fenders got
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dinged, and the fact that they werent really there
did more than take up room in the garage. I can
only imagine how much better they’d look against a
more show-stopping colour. Handled well, the new
Allez Sprint should be a fantastic bike. With the
amount of information about the new geometry that
Specialized has released, not only for their own
bike, but for the entire industry, I think we’re going
to be looking at yet another golden age of
geometry. Because how else could they justify
something like this?
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Stay tuned!I would be happy about any suggestions
to improve the software and we will try to

implement them as soon as possible. Of course we
are also interested to hear your wishes about Sprint-
Layout. With the redesigned online store, shopping
with Apple online or in-store is simpler than ever.

Whether a customer is seeking personalized
support and advice from an Apple Specialist or
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taking advantage of Apples convenient delivery and
pickup options, free engraving, special carrier

offers, or great new trade-in values, the best place
to buy the latest Apple products is at Apple. There

is an auto-router to connect individual tracks
integrated into the software, but we warned that

sprint layout is not made for automatically routing
complete boards. The sprint layout will create
Gerber and Excellon files for the professional
manufacturing of your board. With an entirely

redesigned online store, shopping with Apple online
or in-store is simpler than ever. Whether a

customer is seeking personalized support and
advice from an Apple Specialist or taking advantage
of Apples convenient delivery and pickup options,
free engraving, special carrier offers, or great new

trade-in values, the best place to buy the latest
Apple products is at Apple. The software supports

the following file formats: JPG, BMP, PNG, TGA, ICO,
CUR and PSD. You can even combine the bitmaps of

several scanned-copies into one big bitmap. The
software will not merge the bitmap-information of
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the sources, so you can use the same bitmap-
information for several prints. The software makes
it easy to import and save bitmap-information.The

layout preview is responsive to all changes you
make, so you can always immediately check your

results. 5ec8ef588b
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